SELECTIONS

Sit down in (street) style
The artist “HuskMitNavn” has become a household name, not only at
home but also on the international art scene with his controversial and
humorous street art. HuskMitNavn (RememberMyName) has created four
different illustrations for the Chairik chair from furniture manufacturer
Engelbrechts. It’s easy to see that HuskMitNavn has made the designs
using some of his favourite materials: felt-tip pen, chalk and pasteboard.
The illustrations are protected by the strong, silky-matte melamine surface
characteristic of the Chairik chairs. The Chairik chair was designed by Erik
Magnussen and sells in five-figure numbers each year. This edition, though,
is only available in a limited range produced until 31 December 2009. Price
DKK 2500 for one chair with four legs or runners. engelbrechts.com

Relax on the go
The head and neck rest RESTAHEAD is
a revolutionary Danish invention that
helps you rest and relax wherever
you are. Due to its unique design
the pillow adjusts to your body
and supports the entire neck in
a natural position, allowing
the muscles to relax. This
gives you effective rest and
comfort. The pillow works
discreetly behind your neck
and back and does not
interfere with your face,
makeup or headphones.
RESTAHEAD is small,
light and ready to use – and it
can be used everywhere. It will no
doubt become a must-have in the handbag of
frequent travelers. Price: DKK 249. Available at
Copenhagen Airport (Illums Bolighus) and online
at restahead.com
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Assemble your
own jewellery
In a mere 6 years, Spinning Jewelry
has acquired a key position on the
international market for assemble
designer jewellery. As the name
suggests you can assemble and
combine pieces of jewellery in an
infinite variety of creative ways
to match any mood, need and
occasion. What started out as ten
original ring designs has grown
to a full-scale jewellery concept
of rings, earrings, chains and
bracelets. Assemble your own piece
of jewellery at Plaza Watches &
Jewellery, Terminal 2 and 3. plazadenmark.dk

